1. CONNECTOR INTERFACE: HIROSE DF40C-80DP-0.4V[51]. MATING CONNECTOR HIROSE DF40C-[40]800GP-0.4V[51]. FOR PIN-OUT DESIGNATIONS SEE NEUTRINO LC ENGINEERING DATASHEET.

2. LENS CONNECTOR INTERFACE: MOLEX 526410671. MATING CONNECTOR MOLEX 512010600. FOR PIN-OUT DESIGNATIONS SEE NEUTRINO LC/Z1 19-290 ENGINEERING DATASHEET.

3. COOLER CONTROLLER CONNECTOR INTERFACE: MOLEX 505730049. MATING CONNECTOR MOLEX 505760049. FOR PIN-OUT DESIGNATIONS SEE NEUTRINO LC ENGINEERING DATASHEET.

4. MASS: 780 GRAMS (27.5 OUNCES).

NOTES: UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

DO NOT SCALE DRAWING.

INTERPRET DRAWING PER ASME Y14.5M-1994

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED SURFACE ROUGHNESS 32

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED ANGULAR = ±.5°

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED ALL MEASUREMENTS ARE IN INCHES.

ALL DIMENSIONS IN [ ] ARE MM.
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ICD - CAMERA ASSY., 0403, F/5.5, 19-290 CZL, GENERIC

1. CONNECTOR HEADER
2. HIROSE DF40C-80DP-0.4V(51)
3. STACKING HEIGHT 4.0mm
4. OUTER PINS ON CONNECTOR FOR MECHANICAL SUPPORT ONLY
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CONNECTOR HEADER
HIROSE DF40C-80DP-0.4V(51)
MATING CONNECTOR
STACKING HEIGHT 4.0mm
OUTER PINS ON CONNECTOR FOR MECHANICAL SUPPORT ONLY